
Fiscal 2008 saw a second-half drop-off unlike any experienced before 
due to the worldwide economic crisis that began in September 2008. 
Nevertheless, we did well minimizing the effects of this economic storm, 
posting ¥204.5 billion in ordinary income and ¥127.0 billion in 
consolidated net income—both were our second-highest results ever.  
I attribute this solid performance to our constant state of readiness to 
respond to a crisis and our fast response when the crisis occurred. 
 Fiscal 2008 was an aberration in many ways. I still maintain that the 
paradigm shift in the global economy will drive growth in the marine 
transport sector over the long run, and we’ll be ready for that as well. 

AKIMITSU ASHIDA 
President
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A Fast Response Was Crucial
The marine transport sector surged ahead in the first 

half of fiscal 2008, setting new records along the way, 

most notably dry bulker charter rates. That changed 

abruptly though from September 2008 when the col-

lapse of Lehman Brothers triggered a tailspin in 

seaborne trade. This unprecedented drop-off naturally 

hurt our earnings, as did the yen’s run-up and soaring 

first-half bunker costs. 

 But we acted quickly and boldly when conditions 

deteriorated to minimize the damage. We scrapped 

old vessels, returned unprofitable ships, laid up other 

ships and implemented other urgent measures to cut 

costs across the company. Consequently, we were 

able to maintain earnings at a high level.

 The fact that we achieved this sort of performance 

was firstly due to our preparedness. When I became 

president, I ordered each division to draw up emer-

gency plans based on the assumption that a global 

economic slowdown would take place in the future. 

These plans cover fleet downsizing, and are reviewed 

every year so that we are always prepared for a crisis 

situation. Our ability to execute as an organization 

enabled a swift response to put these plans into effect. 

Another strength which enabled us to post a profit 

was our management skill in optimally combining vari-

ous types of vessels, cargo contracts and contract 

durations. At the same time, weathering through a 

second half like the one experienced in fiscal 2008 

and still being able to outperform other companies in 

terms of earnings has shown the wisdom of a busi-

ness model focused on marine transportation.

 It also proved the importance of a sound financial 

base. The marine transport sector had enjoyed a 

lengthy period of prosperity. Thanks to astute man-

agement decisions, we benefited sooner and have 

continued to benefit longer than most. Our capital 

base has steady grown as a result. At the end of March 

2002, shareholders’ equity was ¥167.0 billion and our 

gearing ratio (interest-bearing debt/shareholders’ 

equity) was 400%. Thanks to subsequent efforts to 

pare down interest-bearing debt, while continuing to 

invest in our fleet to propel growth, shareholders’ equity 

and our gearing ratio stood at ¥623.7 billion and 

113%, respectively, at March 31, 2009. With the 

 operating environment expected to remain difficult for 

some time, I’m convinced that our relatively solid 

 financial footing will make us even more competitive. 

Setting the Stage for More Growth 
From a long-term perspective, the marine transport 

sector has by no means matured yet. I still believe that 

this industry will continue to grow in step with world 

population growth and increasing trade volumes. To 

be sure, trade volumes have dropped temporarily 

because of the worldwide economic recession, but I 

expect seaborne trade and charter rates to gradually 

pick up steam once China and other economic pow-

erhouses have trimmed inventories and the unease in 

global financial markets subsides. 

 Since last fall, we have temporarily slowed the pace 

of fleet expansion to minimize the impact on our earn-

ings. Originally, under our midterm management plan 

MOL ADVANCE, we planned to have a fleet of 1,200 

vessels by March 2013. Current plans call for us to 

achieve this goal two years later than originally pro-

jected. Over the medium and long terms, however, there 

will be no change to our growth strategy of expanding 

our fleet in step with global economic development.

 With tough economic conditions expected to per-

sist, it is business strategy, the management skills to 

implement it and balance sheet strength that will sep-

arate the winners and losers. MOL has a sound finan-

cial base, a well-balanced business portfolio and a 

lean organizational structure. We will keep navigating 

the rough seas ahead by leveraging these core 

strengths, and further elevate our status in the marine 

transport industry. 

July 6, 2009

AKIMITSU ASHIDA — President

To Our Shareholders
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